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Abstract 
This paper proposes a new algorithm based on the genetic algorithm for solving such a large scale scheduling 

problem that the chromosome consists of several sub-chromosomes which have the same structural 

configurations as parts of the chromosome. So as to cope with this special string structure, hierarchical 

crossover(with mutation) operations are applied. They are, (l)sub-chromosome level crossover and 

(2)chromosome level crossover named as "multiple stage genetic operation". The proposed algorithms can find 

better solutions than those of the simple genetic algorithm. The hybridized algorithm with simulated annealing as 

well as tabu search can improve the performance. 
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1. Introduction computational burden are not yet satisfiable. 

A generator maintenance scheduling problem is a Furthermore, in Japan, by the recent amendment of low, 

complex combinatorial optimization problem, and is hard generator maintenance can be postponed under the 

to solve through mathematical programming tools. Many permitted combinations of maintenance classes (A : 

approaches by mathematical programming solution detailed, B : simplified, C : minor), and this makes the 

techniques have been tried to solve the problem: for problem be more complex. Since the maintenance can be 

example, dynamic programming[! l, branch and bound[2], postponed by more than one year, long term maintenance 

and integer programming[3,4], However, "curse of scheduling must be necessary, and the problem becomes 

dimensionality"[5] impedes to solve the large scale larger in size. 

problems. Recently, for solving the problem, so-called 

modern heuristic algorithms are tried to applied: expert 

system[6], expert system combined with mathematical 

programming(7], simulated annealing algorithm[8], 

artificial neural networks[9], etc. By applying these 

methods, more complex and large size problems became 

to be solved. However, solution accuracy and 
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From the above background, in this paper, the authors 

propose a new algorithm based on the genetic 

algorithm(GA) for solving a large scale maintenance 

scheduling problem. In the algorithm, a GA chromosome 

corresponds to one multi-machine and multi-year 

maintenance scheduling solution. The chromosome 
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(string) of the algorithm consists of several sub

chromosomes (sub-strings) which have the same 
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structure for the generator maintenance scheduling 

problem has such string structure as stated in Chapter 1. 

structural configuration. For our maintenance scheduling We can also easily find such kind of strings in other 

case, a sub-chromosome corresponds to the one application areas. The string which defines the system 

generator's maintenance scheduling for pre-determined composed of several identical subsystems may take such 

several(fixed) years. Therefore, the whole chromosome, a string configuration. For example, let us consider that 

made by combining sub-chromosomes together, the string shows the operational conditions of one 

corresponds to one multi-year and multi-machine machine for multiple years. In this case, each sub-string 

maintenance scheduling solution. So as to cope with the can be taken as to show conditions of each year. Since the 

large scale problem, two kinds of crossover operations are conditions to be included in each year are the same, the 

applied to this special string structure. They are, structures of all the sub-strings must be the same. 

(1 )chromosome level crossover and (2)sub-chromosome 

level crossover. This type of genetic operation is named 

as "multiple stage genetic operation" by the authors. 

The proposed algorithm can find better solutions than 

those of the simple genetic algorithm[lO]_ The algorithm 

also can be further improved by introducing the 

techniques of the simulated annealing (SA) method[lO] 

and of the tabu search (TS) method. 

In this paper, in Chapter 2, details of the multiple stage 

genetic operation is explained. In Chapter 3, the generator 

maintenance scheduling problem is mathematically 

formulated, and the solution algorithm is presented in 

Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, several numerical results are 

shown to demonstrate the validity of the algorithm. The 

improved performances by introducing SA and TS to the 

proposed algorithm are also shown in comparing with the 

results through simple GA. 

2. Multiple-stage Genetic Operation 

Let us assume that a GA string can be divided into 

several sub-strings, and a length of each sub-string is the 

same. Then, we have the string structure as shown in 

Figure 1. Figure l(a) shows the string structure when it is 

expanded, and Figure l(b) shows the same string when it 

is folded up in sub-string by sub-string. Our string 
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~ ... -IIIIIIIIIF @Cd ··· Ellili ...... ~ ···11111111111 
'---- Sub-strin~'--- Sub-string-' '--- sub-strin~ 

Figure l(a). String structure( expanded) 

Sub-string 1 ~ 

sub-string 2 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIWiii·:::nJ ··· [H)t@J 

Figure l(b). String structure(folded) 

Crossover Point 

I 

Figure 2. Genetic operation between strings 

Figure 3. Genetic operation between sub-strings 
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For this kind of string, we can define the following two 

kinds of genetic operations. That is, 

(1) Normal genetic operations between strings as shown 

in Figure 2 

(2) Genetic operations between sub-strings within one 

string as shown in Figure 3. 

Since each string ordinarily has its fitness function value, 

we can mate strings according to the fitness function 

value in the former case. However, in the latter case, it is 

difficult to find the strings to be mated as the fitness 

function usually is not defined for the sub-string. In such 

a case, one method to determine the sub-strings to be 

mated is to select them randomly. Of cause, the sub

strings can be mated according to their evaluation values 

if we can define the evaluation function for each sub-

string. 

The reason why such sub-string genetic operation is 

effective can be explained as follows. In such an 

optimization problem as that the objective function 

consists of variables with more than two dimensional 

indices, better solution sometimes can be found by 

exchanging variable values between different indices. For 

further understanding, let us consider the following 

example. Let us assume that we have three 0-1 

variables(x-,y,z) and two indices(i,j): for example index i 

corresponds to a machine number and index j corresponds 

to a year to be considered. Then, the variables are xii' Yij 

and zij (i=1,2, .. ,m, j=1,2, ... ,n) and the objective function 

may be f(xij,Yij>Zij)· In this problem, the solution is 

indicated by the string of variables: (xn, x12 , ... , x1111 

YJ2···· Yln• 2 11• ... , 21w x21' x22 , ....... , 22rv XJJ' ·· •2mn). 

Generally speaking, better solutions can be found by 

exchanging corresponding variables while one index is 

fixed. That is, between the sub-strings (x-kl, xk2' ... , 

Ykl' ... , Ykw .... , 2kn) and (xn, xz2, ... , Yll·· ···· Ylw ... , 2 /n), 

if the values of variables are exchanged by genetic 

operations, another new solution can be found. If these 

sub-strings show the maintenance schedules of k-th and 
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l-th machine, this operation means that the several parts 

of the maintenance schedules of both machines are 

exchanged between them. This kind of exchange 

sometimes creates a better solution. 

3. Generator Maintenance Scheduling 
Problem 

The generator maintenance scheduling problem is defined 

as to determine the maintenance schedule of thermal units 

with minimizing the weighted sum of fuel cost, and 

maintenance cost and the variance of spinning reserve 

rate under the following constraints. 

• Power must be supplied to meet the demands for each 

period( demand/supply balance). 

• Predetermined continuous periods are necessary for 

completing every maintenance. 

•There are several pairs of units which can not be 

maintained at the same period. 

• Each unit must be maintained within the terms 

determined by the permitted combination of the 

maintenance class (A, B and C) as shown in Table 1. 

Here, a time increment, one week, is referred to as a 

"period", and the word "term" represents the successive 

periods. The problem can be formulated as a 0-1 integer 

programming problem as follows. 

[Objective function] 
I J I R 

.Minimize z= W( ~ ~f..(pij)+ ~ f.;C,,(q0"k,,.)) 
J 2 

+(l-W)(y2: (Savg-Sj)) · ········ (1) 
j~l 

[Constraints) 

Demand/supply balance 

i~ Ijxij s. PMAX -DJ (j = 1,2,-··,J) ......... (2) 

Consecutive periods of maintenance 
R 

~xif=2:Mi(ky) (i=1,2, ... ,1) (3) 
1 r = 1 

( if xif = 1, xij+ 1 ~ xij +2 = . . . =xij+ti(kr )-1 = 1) 

Maintenance crew constraints 
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J._ x!f:.: 1 (J=l,2,···, J, dv =l, 2, · ··,vd) 
dv 

(4) 

Available extensions 

qli +M/ki,r1)+ 48 < qOi 
and qOi :s; q!i +Mi(ki,rl)+48+Eir(ki,r2 ' ki,r!) .. . (5) 

Where, qr( qor, kif):rth maintenance cost of unit i at 

period q0 for class kir· 

DrDemand at period j. 

Ei,r(ki,rl'ki,rl):Available extension term. 

fi:Fuel cost coefficient of unit i. 

I:Number of units. 

ldv:Set of crew constraint pairs. 

J:Number of planning horizons(in weeks). 

Mj(kra). Mi(k:r1), Mi(k:r2): rth, (r-1)th• (r-2)th 

maintenance term of unit i with class kr 

Pi:Rated output of unit i. 

PifOutput of unit i at period j. 

PMAX:Sum of capacity of all the considering units. 

qOi•qli:Starting period ofrth and(r-1)th 

maintenance of unit i. 

R:Maximum number of maintenance. 

Savg. :Average reserve rate. 

srspinning reserve rate at period j . 

ti(kr):Required maintenance term of unit i for class 

kr 

v d :Number of sets of crew constraints. 

W:Weighting coefficient for cost and variance of 

reserve rate. 

xij:State variable; if unit i is in maintenance at 

period j then Xij=1; otherwise Xij=O. 

r :Cost conversion coefficient for variance of reserve 

rate. 

In eq. (5), the maximum available extension terms, 
Ei,r{ki,r.z.ki,rl) , are determined through eq.(6) and eq.(7). 

[Case of ki,rl = A,B] 

!59 : ki,rO -A 
Ei,r(kir2, ki,r! ) = 29 : ki,rO = B 

7 : ki,rO - C 

[Case of k . 1 = C] 
1,r 

E;,r(kir2 ' ki,rl) = 7 

(6) 

(7) 
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where, ki,r(J. k~rl• ki,r2 represent the r-th, (r-1)th, (r-

2)th maintenance class of unit i, respectively. In spite of 

eq.(6) , if the term between the end period of (r-2)th 

maintenance and the starting period of (r-1)th 

maintenance is greater than 1.5 years(78 weeks), 

Ei,r(ki,r2•ki,rJ) is set to 29 by the second regulation of 

Table 1 even though ki ro=A. In eq.(5), the number 48 
' 

means the {1 year(52 weeks)-1 month(4 weeks)}, and is 

the shortest term between the (r-1 )th maintenance and 

the r-th. In eq.(6) and eq.(7), the numbers 59, 29, and 7 

are the maximum available extension terms between the 

(r-1)th maintenance and the r-th. They are determined 

by the regulations of Table 1. In Japan, as a basic rule, 

the thermal unit's boiler has to be maintained every one 

year(± 1 month) (turbine : 2 years ± 1 month) by the 

regulation of law. 

Table 1. The maintenance class and its extension periods 

•No extension is permitted for newly installed unit. 
•Unit which had not been maintained over 1.5 years (78 
weeks), must be maintained through class A and the 
next maintenance must be completed within 1.5 years. 

• Maintenance of Class B must be completed within 1.5 
years (78 weeks). 

•No extensions are permitted before or after class C. 
•The maintenance class of before or after the 
maintenance class C must be class A. 

•Class C can not be adopted continuously for the same 
unit. 

• Available extension period of unit operated over 
100,000 hours is 1/4 of the normal units. 

4. Implementation to the Generator 
Maintenance Scheduling Problem 

4.1 Technologies Employed in the Genetic 
Operation 

To apply a GA based algorithm to an optimization 

problem, in addition to the scheme of genetic operations, 

the detailed structure of genetic string, its encode/decode 

technique and the fitness function must be designed. In 

this section, the implementation .of the above issues for 
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the generator maintenance scheduling problem are 

explained. 

[Representation of String] 

The whole maintenance scheduling of generators is 

represented by a fixed length of binary string as shown in 

Figure 4 in folded form. This string is refereed to as a 

chromosome in the area of biology. Therefore, in other 

words, one chromosome represents the entire units' 

maintenance scheduling for several consecutive years(lst 

- r-th maintenance), and the schedule of each unit is 

represented by one row of the folded chromosome in 

Figure 4. One row of Figure 4 shows the 1st to r-th 

maintenance schedule of the i-th unit. Dozens of 

chromosomes are created randomly as the initial 

population. 

unit 1 11Ft r aint. I 2r ,dr aint.. l .. .. .. ... .. .. .. l ~~ ~aint. l 

unit I 

1i' t /~'----extension term 
aintenance class(boiler) 

"'aintenance class( turbine) 

Figure 4. String structure 

[Encode/Decode Technique] 

The encode/decode technique takes the regulations of 

Table 1 into consideration to avoid the creation of dead 

chromosomes caused by the violation of available 

extensions(eq. (5)). For example, whatever the r-th 

maintenance class is, if the (r-1 )th class is "C" and (r-

2)th class is not "A", the r-th maintenance class is 

decoded as "A" according to the 6-th regulation of Table 

1 : the maintenance class of before or after maintenance 

class C must be A. The actual maintenance starting 

period qOi of eq.(5) is given by the following equation. 

%; = q1; + M;(k,,) + 48 + ( extension term ) · · ·· · ·· · ·· · · (8) 

The extension term of eq.(8) is represented by 6 bits in 

the string shown in Figure 1. However, its decoding way 

depends on the combination of r-th, (r-l)th and (r-2)th 
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maintenance classes. The sets of bits for extension terms 

are decoded into three categories (0-59, 0-29, 0-7) 

according to eq.(6) and eq.(7). They are summarized in 

Table 2. 

Table 2. Decoding way of the bits for extension term 

Class of Available No. of bits to Extension 
(r-l)th maintenance be decoded terms 

maintenance class of r-th (right most) (weeks) 
maintenance 

A orB A 6 0-59 
B 5 0-29 
c 3 0-7 

c A,B 3 0-7 

By this way of decoding, the dead chromosome which 

violates the maintenance class constraint and the 

extension term constraint can not be created without any 

restrictions for crossover and mutation. 

[Fitness Function] 

The reciprocal of eq.(9) is defined as the fitness function 

of the problem in this method. 

I J I R 
F = w CL Lf/Pu·)+ L Lcir(qoi' kir)) 

i=1j=l i-1r-1 
J 2 

+(1-W)(y L (Savg-Sj) )+az+f3w ···· · ·(9) 

j = 1 

In eq.(9), a and /3 are the coefficients for penalties to 

convert them into cost. Variables z and w are the amounts 

of the violations of crew constraint(eq.(4)) and the 

violations of supply/demand balance constraint (eq.(2)), 

respectively. They can be defined by eq.(lO) and eq.(ll). 

The weight W in eq.(9) plays a role for controlling of 

emphasis between costs and the levelization of reserve 

rate for each period. 

(1 0) 

'\'xu-1 , 
~~V 

(~X!i-1>0) 
iEfdv 

(~Xu-lsO) 
iEfdv 

(i=l,2, ... ,J), (dv =l,2, ... ,Vd) 
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w- 2:w1 
jEJ 

(11) 

w . ={I(Pmax -D)- ~p!iXifl: (Pmax -D)- ~~iXif <0 

1 0 · (P. -D.)-~p . .X .. <!=O · max J IJ IJ 
i 

By referencing eq.(l), eq(9) is composed of three parts; 
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GA is an adaptive algorithm for finding optimum solution 

based on the mechanics of natural genetics[llJ. In 

general, the searching speed of GA is fast and the 

searching processes are performed globally. However, 

there are well-known disadvantages in GA. Two 

important disadvantages are poor convergence of GA 

l)fuel and maintenance costs of the total planning horizon, near the optimum solutions and the premature 

2)variance of the difference between the average 

reserve rate and the real reserve rate of each period, and 

3)sum of penalties for demand/supply balance constraint 

and for crew constraint. 

4.2 Multi -stage Genetic Operation 

The multi-stage genetic operation is a little different 

from the normal genetic operation defined in the 

literature [11]. The detailed multiple stage genetic 

operation is defined as the flowchart as shown in Figure 4. 

Namely, as shown in Figure 4, first, the genetic 

operations for the sub-strings def'med in section 2 are 

performed according to the pre-determined crossover rate 

and mutation rate. Second, the normal genetic operations 

for the whole strings are executed. These operations are 

iteratively repeated until pre-determined generation 

number reaches. In Figure 4, C or C' means the string of 

GA, and f(C) means the fitness function value. 

P roduce C' by sub-choromosome level . j 
~enetic operation: crossover and mutatiOn 

J 
n ......_ (No. of C') Population size ? / 

- I y 
~ I 

jProduce C' by chromosome level j 
jgenetic operation: crossover and mutation 

I 
n ..__ ( No.of C' ) Population size ? 

I n 
(No.of p;eneration)-Max. generation? >-

( srbP ) 

Figure 4. Flowchart of multi-stage genetic operation 

4.3 Multi-stage Genetic Operation 
combined with SA 
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convergence. 

The convergence of the multiple stage genetic algorithm 

can be improved by adopting the acceptance probability 

of SA[12], exp(- !J.E/ zk), as the probability for survival 

of the offsprings. (Where, !J.E means difference of fitness 

function value between (k-l)th and k-th generation, and 

pc means the temperature of SA. That is, the string of the 

offspring is accepted if exp(- t1 E /I*) > r, and rejected 

if exp(- !J.E/ zk) ~ r; where, r (E [O,l])means random 

number. As the results, even though the fitness function 

value of newly produced string is lower than those of the 

current string, the newly produced string is fully accepted 

in early stages of searching process. However, in later 

stages of searching process, when pc is become smaller, a 

string with lower fitness function value is hardly accepted. 

n 

Decision for acceptance of the offsprings 
C =C' : if f (C' ) <f (C ) , k 

orf(C') >f(C) andExp(- ~ E/T) ) r 
C =C : otherwi se 

(No. 

Produce C' by chromosome level genetic operation 

J 
Decision for acceptance of the offsprings 
C =C' : if f(C')<f(C ), 

or f (C') )f (C) and Exp (- ~ E/T ~ >r 
C =C :otherwise 

Figure 5 Flowchart of multi-stage GA+SA 
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Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the multiple stage genetic 

operation combined with acceptance probability of SA. In 

the Figure, the symbol p means the cooling rate of SA. 

4.4 Multi-stage Genetic Operation 
Combined with SA and TS 

To strengthen the searching performance, the 

neighborhood of the current solutions produced by every 

genetic operation are searched by TS. The solution which 

has the best fitness function value is selected as the new 

trial solution among the finite candidate solutions in the 

neighborhood of the current solution. This operation is 

called as "move" in TS. 

The general flowchart of algorithm combined with SA 

and TS is shown in Figure 6. 

Produce C' by chromosome levelgenetic operation 

Decision for acceptance of the offsprings 
C =C': i f f (C' ) <f(C ) , 

or f (C' ) >f (C) and Exp (- ~ E/T~ >r 

N eighborhood of the solution represented by 
gentic strings are searched by Tabu Search 

Figure 6. Flowchart of multi-stage GA+SA+TS 

As shown in Figure 6, the solution process of this method 

is to repeat the following three operations until the 

maximum generation reaches. 
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1 )the solution region is globally searched by the 

multiple stage genetic operation 

2)newly generated string is selected by the acceptance 

probability of SA 

3)the neighborhood of the accepted solution is searched 

byTS. 

To diversify the searching region for keeping the string 

pattern various, the hamming distances are introduced in 

the genetic operations. In other words, the chromosomes 

whose hamming distances are too close to each other, are 

forbidden to mate each other during this operation by 

memorizing them in the long term tabu list memory. 

The mixed use of GA[ll], SA[12] and rs[13,14] in the 

algorithm does not hurt the advantages of each individual 

algorithm but shows a reasonable combination of local 

and global search. 

5. Computational Results 

To demonstrate the performances of the methods, the 

computational results of three test systems(12 units, 23 

units and 35 units)are presented. 12 units are arbitrarily 

extracted for Case 1 among the 23 units of Case 2, and 12 

more units are added to Case 2 for Case 3. The planning 

horizon is set to 260 periods for every case. Since this 

study deals with long term maintenance scheduling 

problem, commitment of new units must be taken into 

consideration. One new unit will be committed from 2nd 

year for Case 2, and 2 new units will be committed from 

2nd and 3rd year in Case 3. As a simple rule, to meet the 

demand of each period, units which are not on 

maintenance pick up power by ascending order of fuel 

cost. The function fi is approximated by the linear 

function of the generator output power Pi· The parameters 

used in these numerical examples are listed in Table 3. 

The weight W in eq.(9) which control the emphasis 

between the costs and the variance of reserve rate is set to 
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O.O(minimize reserve rate variance), l.O(minimize fuel 

and maintenance costs), and 0.5(minimize both issues). 

Table 3. Parameters of tested algorithms 

Method ~imp.GA SA I GA+SA GA+SA+TS 
I 

Pop. Size 50 1 50 50 
Iteration 2500 IOOOx!OOO 2500 2500 
Crs.over Rate 0.6 0.6 0.6 
~utation Rate 0.001 - 0.001 0.001 
~ooling Rate T - - ~k =Tk_f0.91 Tk =Tk_f0.91 - k-Tk_1 x0.98 
~o. ofmove - - - Max. 50 'Iteration 

It is assumed that the power demands of 1st year are 

known. From the 2nd year, the power demands are 

increased 2% per year for every case. 

Among the three cases, for case 2, the parameters of each 

unit are shown in Table 4. The numbers in parentheses in 

Table 4 mean the starting periods of previous 

maintenance subtracted from the staring period of the 

planning horizon. Table 5 shows the 14 pairs of units that 

can not be maintained at the same periods of Case 2. The 

parameters for Case 1 and Case 3 are omitted because of 

lack of space. 

Table 4. Thermal unit data(Case 2) 

Terms for Maintenance Rated Fuel Maintenance 
Maint.(week) Cost fR:3 Power Cost Bef. I st Year 

NO ABC I A B c MW fl*l /MWH -2nd -I st 

1 7 5 2 70 50 30 650 0.730 A( -74) B( -4) 

2 10 6 3 89 60 40 790 0.382 B(-103) A(-34) 

3 7 5 2 15011070 439 0.382 A( -94) B(-19) 

4 10 6 3 125 100 70 464 0.420 B( -93) B( -54) 

5 7 5 3 130 100 60 230 0.391 B(-63) A(-1) 

6 5 3 2 118 90 50 230 0.391 A(-103) A(-14) 

7 4 3 2 190 150 100 378 0.700 A( -89) A(-23) 

8 10 6 3 356 250 150 158 0.302 A(-103) B(-58) 

9 7 5 2 68 50 30 468 0.411 B( -64) A( -4) 

10 7 5 2 90 70 40 468 0.411 A(-103) B(-55) 

11 7 5 2 78 60 40 681 0.711 A( -98) B( -45) 

12 7 5 2 78 60 40 108 0.523 B( -81) A(-45) 

13 6 4 2 158 120 80 108 0.523 A( -90) B(-52) 

14 10 6 3 217 160 110 108 0.523 A(-103) A( -3) 

15 7 5 2 220 160 110 486 0.749 A( -69) A( -1) 

16 12 8 3 91 60 40 648 0.345 A(-104) B(-16) 

17 10 6 3 101 60 40 228 0.911 A( -99) B( -27) 

18 3 2 2 101 60 40 472 0.699 B( -52) B( -2) 

19 9 5 3 107 90 50 331 0.703 A( -74) C(-16) 

20 10 6 3 210 160 110 339 0.710 A(-103) B(-24) 

21 6 4 2 800 600 400 340 0.865 A( -59) C( -14) 

22 10 6 3 1000 800 500 141 0.502 A( -69) C(-14) 
? l 10 (, l 356 250 150 113 0.502 - -
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Table 5. Prohibited unit pairs for maintenance at the 

same period(Case 2) 

l,Jnit No. 1 ? [ 1 il l :;I ,.;! Rl gh ~hsh ,; hrd1 Q OO?? h 
1 ' .lx ~ !X I I I I I I I 
? X 1'·, f)( 

3 X i"-b<: I 
4 X X I"-!)( ~ 

" ix r" 
,.; :x l X 

""' R 

""' 
')( 

g 'i'X '\. I 
13 I I I'\. ')( ')( 

Hi I I IY " V 

1ti 
,, 

')( 

18 x lx X ' X' 
19 I 1¥ "-I¥ 
20 I iY I'-. 
22 I 1'--.. ix 

"·' I I lx ['-.._ 

The computational results through GA, SA, GA+SA and 

GA+SA+TS are summarized in Table 6. As shown in 

Table 6, the solutions through multi-stage GA are 

apparently inferior to the solutions through other methods. 

In the case of W=l.O(minimize the fuel cost and 

maintenance cost), the smallest cost scheduling (marked 

by "#") of all the three cases are found through 

GA+SA+TS method. In the case of W=O.O(minimize the 

variance of power reserve rate), the best one( marked by 

"*") for Case 2 is also found through GA+SA+TS. 

However, for other 2 cases, the best maintenance 

scheduling is found through SA. When W=0.5(minimize 

both of the costs and the variance of reserve rate), the 

best solutions(marked by "&") of all the three cases are 

found through GA+SA+TS method. The GA+SA+TS 

method found 7 best scheduling among 9(3 cases X 3 

weights) numerical tests. 

The computation time for GA+SA+TS method is a little 

larger than GA and GA+SA, but is significantly smaller 

than that of SA. The computations are performed on 

HP715/75(31 Mflops) work station. The symbol R means 

fictional monetary unit. 
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c Met a 
hod w s 

e 
0.0 

GA 0.5 
1.0 

0.0 
c SA 0.5 
A 1.0 s 
E GA 0.0 

1 + 0.5 
SA 1.0 
GA 0.0 
+ 0.5 SA 
+ 1.0 TS 

0.0 
GA 0.5 

1.0 

0.0 
c SA 0.5 
A 1.0 s 
E GA 0.0 

2 
+ 0.5 
SA 1.0 

G:A 0.0 
+ 0.5 SA 
+ 1.0 TS 

0.0 

GA 0.5 
1.0 

0.0 
c SA 0.5 
A 1.0 
s 
E GA 0.0 

3 
+ 0.5 
SA 1.0 

GA 0.0 
S+A 0.5 

TS 1.0 

Table 6. Computational results 

Total Fuel Maint. Var. of I Reser.l Compute B 
Cost Cost Reserve rate trme e 

Cos~ 
rate I 1%) /Sec. \ 

s 
(Re] (Re] [R t 

364385 356868 7517 24515 17.3 3216 
359947 353102 6935 25608 17.6 3380 
359047 352417 6630 31227 17.1 3152 

360406 353565 6901 18720 17.2 22419 ~ 
360401 353335 7066 19642 17.5 25698 
356477 349855 6592 20574 17.3 23230 

361351 354576 6775 20962 17.2 3980 
360667 353375 7292 19924 17.2 4121 
356901 319880 7021 21224 17.4 3728 

363853 356533 7320 19681 17.6 4442 
357829 350673 7159 19807 17.5 4705 & 
356384 349208 7176 25093 17.5 4268 # 

~98078 581465 116613 24993 18.0 7293 
~89748 573530 16128 25007 17.9 7516 
~95628 580839 14789 38809 18.2 7253 

589748 573530 16128 22086 18.1 59432 
589052 573050 16002 23913 18.0 58125 
587748 573357 14391 40560 18.3 57495 

597836 582374 15462 20651 17.9 8824 
587031 571369 15662 22527 18.2 8957 
587192 572765 14427 42721 18.0 8666 

588931 573139 15792 20271 18.2 9721 
587056 572048 15011 22086 18.1 10522 & 
586866 572581 14285 43284 18.1 9924 ~ .. ,., .,,, r,, 28991 19.1 11458 1 
869438 845436 4002 38332 18.7 12681 
~61880 ~39794 2086 41333 18.8 12007 

852364 ~29276 !23088 22884 19.0 97524 

1 
842563 ~21025 ~11538 48843 19.2 114431 
830823 ~ 17646 0377 61816 18.9 100663 

~ 55517 ~32185 ~3992 23338 18.8 12876 
840738 ~ 17898 ' 2540 37747 18.8 13441 
831097 ~ 10203 !20894 47147 19.0 13367 

I 

54794 ~31573 ~3224 22917 18.8 13299 1 
~47427 ~24212 3215 28072 18.9 15210 i& 
~30739 ~09885 po854 56139 18.8 15081 r-

have become more accurate than the (multi-stage 

GA+SA) method. From the numerical results, it can be 

seen that every proposed algorithm is valid, and is 

effectively applicable to the generator maintenance 

scheduling problems. The(multi-stage GA+SA+TS) 

method shows the best performances. Namely, its 

accuracy is the best among the algorithm tested, and its 

computational burden is far less than that of SA. 
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